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 The approach described is a variety of The approach described is a variety of 

'contextual' approach' . It is assumed that the 'contextual' approach' . It is assumed that the 

semantic properties of a lexical item are fully semantic properties of a lexical item are fully 

reflected in appropriate aspects of the relations reflected in appropriate aspects of the relations 

it contracts with actual and potential contexts.it contracts with actual and potential contexts.  



 In theory, the relevant contexts could include extraIn theory, the relevant contexts could include extra--linguistic linguistic 
situational contexts.. situational contexts..   

 There are good reasons for a principled limitation to linguistic There are good reasons for a principled limitation to linguistic 
contexts:contexts:  

1.1. the relation between a lexical item and extrathe relation between a lexical item and extra--linguistic contexts linguistic contexts 
is often crucially mediated by the purely linguistic contextsis often crucially mediated by the purely linguistic contexts  

2.2. Any aspect of an extraAny aspect of an extra--linguistic context can in principle be linguistic context can in principle be 
mirrored linguistically.mirrored linguistically.  

3.3. linguistic context is more easily controlled and manipulatedlinguistic context is more easily controlled and manipulated  

 We should seek to derive information about a word's meaningWe should seek to derive information about a word's meaning  

  from its relations with actual and potential linguistic contextsfrom its relations with actual and potential linguistic contexts  



 CharacteristicsCharacteristics  ofof  wordswords  in in utterancesutterances  areare  

  constrainedconstrained  not not onlyonly  by by theirtheir  meaningsmeanings, but , but alsoalso  

by by theirtheir  grammaticalgrammatical  propertiesproperties..  

 GrammaticalGrammatical  constraintsconstraints  maymay  overlapoverlap  and and 

reinforcereinforce  semanticsemantic  onesones, but , but theythey  maymay  alsoalso  bebe  

semanticallysemantically  arbitraryarbitrary..  



Meaning and grammarMeaning and grammar  

 distinction distinction --  is not an easy taskis not an easy task  

 They are intimately interwovenThey are intimately interwoven  

 The distinction between grammar and meaning The distinction between grammar and meaning 

has a strong intuitive basis.has a strong intuitive basis.  

  



deviationdeviation  

 Semantic devianceSemantic deviance  

 He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.  

  

 Deviance of grammarDeviance of grammar  

 Them yesterday goed to home.Them yesterday goed to home.  

  

  



 It's too light for me to liftIt's too light for me to lift..  

  

 I've nearly completedI've nearly completed. . --  (in answer to (in answer to How are you getting on with those jobs I How are you getting on with those jobs I 

asked you to do?)asked you to do?)  

  

 the deviance disappears completely if the deviance disappears completely if light light is substitutedis substituted  

    by the semantically distinct, but syntactically identical, by the semantically distinct, but syntactically identical, 
heavyheavy  

 the deviance can be cured by inserting the deviance can be cured by inserting them them after after 
completed.completed.  

  



 syntactic deviances can be readily syntactic deviances can be readily 

corrected,whereas semantic deviances cannot. corrected,whereas semantic deviances cannot. 

For example:For example:  

 He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.  

  

 Them yesterday goed to home.Them yesterday goed to home.  

  

  



 More promising strategy is to ask not how or whether a More promising strategy is to ask not how or whether a 
deviant sentence can bedeviant sentence can be  corrected, but what the corrected, but what the 
minimal changes are that will render it normal, then we minimal changes are that will render it normal, then we 
examine the nature of the changes.examine the nature of the changes.  

 If a deviant sentence can be normalised by adjusting its If a deviant sentence can be normalised by adjusting its 
grammatical structure grammatical structure --  changing the order or syntactic changing the order or syntactic 
category of elements, or by adding substituting or deleting category of elements, or by adding substituting or deleting 
one or more grammatical elementsone or more grammatical elements--  GRAMMATICAL GRAMMATICAL 
DEVIANCEDEVIANCE  

 If the minimal change required is one necessarilyIf the minimal change required is one necessarily  

  involving one or more full lexical itemsinvolving one or more full lexical items--  SEMANTIC SEMANTIC 
DEVIANCEDEVIANCE  



  

 thisthis  procedureprocedure  wouldwould  bebe  more more informativeinformative  ifif  wewe  werewere  ableable  to to 
characterisecharacterise  grammaticalgrammatical  and and lexicallexical  elementselements  more more explicitlyexplicitly..  

  

 JohnJohn's's  kindkindnessness  amazeamazedd  MaryMary..  

  
 ThisThis  isis, in , in factfact, , possiblepossible  in in termsterms  ofof  whatwhat  are are calledcalled    

 closedclosed  set set itemsitems  ((are are thosethose  belongingbelonging  to to classesclasses  whosewhose  membershipmembership  
isis  virtuallyvirtually  constantconstant  duringduring  thethe  lifetimelifetime  ofof  anan  individualindividual  speakerspeaker. . TheyThey  
havehave  fewfew  oror  no no possibilitiespossibilities  ofof  substitutionsubstitution  in in anan  actualactual  sentence)sentence)  

 affixesaffixes  ((disdislikelike, , kindkindnessness  , , JohnJohn's's, , waitwaiteded, , comcominging, , blackblackenen...) and ...) and 
independent independent wordswords  ((sometimessometimes  calledcalled  markersmarkers), ), such as such as 
articles,conjunctionsarticles,conjunctions, , prepositionsprepositions  and so on.and so on.  

 major part major part ofof  whosewhose  linguisticlinguistic  functionfunction  isis  to to signalsignal  thethe  grammaticalgrammatical  
organisationorganisation  ofof  sentencessentences  

 and and open set open set itemsitems  ((are are thosethose  whichwhich  belongbelong  to to classesclasses  whichwhich  

  are are subjectsubject  to a to a relativelyrelatively  rapid rapid turnoverturnover  in in membershipmembership. . TheyThey  are are thethe  
lexicallexical  rootsroots  --thethe  principalprincipal  meaningmeaning--bearingbearing  elementselements  in a sentence.in a sentence.  

  
  

  



 John'sJohn's  kindness kindness   amazed amazed   MaryMary  

 BillBill--  coolcool--      amuseamuse--    SueSue  

 MaryMary--    ruderude--    disturbdisturb--    JohnJohn  

 Sue Sue --  sadsad--      shockshock--    BillBill  



 If the minimal change required to 'cure' an If the minimal change required to 'cure' an 

anomaly in a sentence involves one or more anomaly in a sentence involves one or more 

closed set items, then the closed set items, then the deviance is deviance is 

grammaticalgrammatical..  

 If, however, the sentence can most easily be If, however, the sentence can most easily be 

normalised by replacing one or more open set normalised by replacing one or more open set 

elements, then the elements, then the deviance is semantic.deviance is semantic.  



 He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.He harvested a magnetic puff of amnesia.  

 To normalise, the lexical roots must be altered.To normalise, the lexical roots must be altered.--: : 

He exhaled a carcinogenic puff of smoke.He exhaled a carcinogenic puff of smoke.  

 Them yesterday goed to homeThem yesterday goed to home  

 All the changes needed to normalise involve All the changes needed to normalise involve 

closed set items.closed set items.  



 It is possible for a sentence to exhibit semantic and grammatical It is possible for a sentence to exhibit semantic and grammatical 

deviance simultaneouslydeviance simultaneously  ::  

     The green idea sleep.The green idea sleep.  

 Two separate operations are needed to normalise this Two separate operations are needed to normalise this 

sentence:sentence:  

 1. 1. one involving closed set items: one involving closed set items:   

 The green idea is sleepingThe green idea is sleeping..  

 2. 2. the other involves an open set item :the other involves an open set item :  

   The green lizard is sleepingThe green lizard is sleeping  



 It is not possible to disentangle semantics  from It is not possible to disentangle semantics  from 
grammar completely. One reason for this is that many grammar completely. One reason for this is that many 
grammatical elements are themselves bearers of grammatical elements are themselves bearers of 
meaning meaning --  this is true, for instance, past tense affix this is true, for instance, past tense affix --eded, , 
and the plural affix and the plural affix ––s.s.  

 But otherwise the meaning they carry is not of a But otherwise the meaning they carry is not of a 
radically different sort from that carried by lexical roots,radically different sort from that carried by lexical roots,  
and grammatical and lexical elements frequently interact and grammatical and lexical elements frequently interact 
semantically.semantically.  

 I visited Arthur next week.I visited Arthur next week.  
 I shall visit Arthur next week.I shall visit Arthur next week.  

 I visited Arthur last week.I visited Arthur last week.  

  



 Some sentences can be normalised either by Some sentences can be normalised either by 

grammatical adjustment or by lexical adjustment.grammatical adjustment or by lexical adjustment.  

The cake was baken.The cake was baken.  

 The cake was baked. The cake was baked.   

 The cake was takenThe cake was taken..  



Criteria for deciding whether an anomalous Criteria for deciding whether an anomalous 

sentence is semantically or grammatically deviant :sentence is semantically or grammatically deviant :  

 An anomaly which can only be removed by replacing one orAn anomaly which can only be removed by replacing one or  

  more open set items is more open set items is semanticsemantic;;  

  

  

 an anomaly which cannot be removed by replacing one or morean anomaly which cannot be removed by replacing one or more  

  open set items, but can be removed by changing one or moreopen set items, but can be removed by changing one or more  

  closed set items, is purely closed set items, is purely grammaticalgrammatical;;  

  

 an anomaly which can be cured either by changing one or morean anomaly which can be cured either by changing one or more  

  closed set itemsclosed set items  or by replacing one or more open set itemsor by replacing one or more open set items  

  is is semanticsemantic  (albeit with grammatical implications) if the (albeit with grammatical implications) if the openopen  

  set replacementsset replacements  are distinguished by the possession of certainare distinguished by the possession of certain  

  semantic properties; otherwise, it is purely semantic properties; otherwise, it is purely grammaticalgrammatical,,  



 A poetic context can also condition the reader A poetic context can also condition the reader 

or hearer to accept grammatical deviance, or hearer to accept grammatical deviance, 

especially if syntactic wellespecially if syntactic well--formedness is clearly formedness is clearly 

being sacrificed to some higher aesthetic end, being sacrificed to some higher aesthetic end, 

such as the maintenance of rhyme,or metre, or such as the maintenance of rhyme,or metre, or 

some other patterningsome other patterning  



The data of semanticsThe data of semantics  

 For a study of lexical semantics, there would seem to be For a study of lexical semantics, there would seem to be 

two principal sources of primary data:two principal sources of primary data:  

  

 One source is the productive output, spoken or written, of One source is the productive output, spoken or written, of 

native users of the language.native users of the language.  

  

 The second principal source of primary data on which a study The second principal source of primary data on which a study 

of lexical semantics can be based is furnished by intuitive of lexical semantics can be based is furnished by intuitive 

semantic judgements by native speakers of linguistic materials semantic judgements by native speakers of linguistic materials 

of one kind or another.of one kind or another.  



 It might seem obvious that, if one is studying wordIt might seem obvious that, if one is studying word--meanings, meanings, 
one ought to find native speakers' intuitions concerning the one ought to find native speakers' intuitions concerning the 
meanings of words the most informative.meanings of words the most informative.  

 The intuitions most relevant to a study of meaning would seen at The intuitions most relevant to a study of meaning would seen at 
first sight to be intuitions about what things mean. first sight to be intuitions about what things mean.   

  

 He watched it with intense concentration for a few moments,He watched it with intense concentration for a few moments,  

  then left the room.then left the room.  

  

 He looked at it with intense concentration for. a few moments,He looked at it with intense concentration for. a few moments,  

  then left the room.then left the room.  

  

 The ability to 'explain' meanings is an uncommon skill.The ability to 'explain' meanings is an uncommon skill.  

 The answer is to elicit not intuitions OF meaning, but intuitions The answer is to elicit not intuitions OF meaning, but intuitions 
ABOUT meaningABOUT meaning  





DISCIPLINING INTUITIONSDISCIPLINING INTUITIONS  

●● No empirical science can operate without human intuitive No empirical science can operate without human intuitive 
judgement intervening at some point.judgement intervening at some point.  

●● One of the simplest and most basic semantic judgements One of the simplest and most basic semantic judgements 
one can make concerning an utterance in oneone can make concerning an utterance in one´́s native s native 
language is whether it is to some degree odd or not.language is whether it is to some degree odd or not.  

●● What can informants do is to distinguish a fully normal What can informants do is to distinguish a fully normal 
sentence from one which is to some degree odd.sentence from one which is to some degree odd.  

●● An odd sentence is not necesarilly meaningless, or An odd sentence is not necesarilly meaningless, or 
incapable of conveying a message. On the contrary, an incapable of conveying a message. On the contrary, an 
oddness of one sort or another is frequently a signal that an oddness of one sort or another is frequently a signal that an 
expression is being used creatively, in a novel extension of expression is being used creatively, in a novel extension of 
its usual sense.its usual sense.  



  

●● ZEUGMAZEUGMA--inappropriate linking, e.g.inappropriate linking, e.g.Arthur and his driving licence expired last Thursday.Arthur and his driving licence expired last Thursday.  

●● PLEONASMPLEONASM, can be normalised by replacing one of its elements with something more specific, can be normalised by replacing one of its elements with something more specific  

●● A female mother. ODDA female mother. ODD  

●● A lesbian mother. NORMALA lesbian mother. NORMAL  

●● Kick it with one of your feet. ODDKick it with one of your feet. ODD  

●● Kick it with your left foot. NORMALKick it with your left foot. NORMAL  

●● DISSONANCEDISSONANCE, can only be be cured by replacing one element by something less specific, , can only be be cured by replacing one element by something less specific, 

conflict of words.conflict of words.  

●● The cat barked. ODDThe cat barked. ODD  

●● The animal barked. NORMALThe animal barked. NORMAL  

●● IMPROBABILITYIMPROBABILITY  

●● He walked by car.He walked by car.  

●● The sun very shines today.The sun very shines today.  



ENTAILMENTENTAILMENT  

●● A proposition P is said to entail another proposition Q A proposition P is said to entail another proposition Q 
when the truth of Q is a logically necessary consequence of when the truth of Q is a logically necessary consequence of 
the truth of P (and the falsity of P is a logically necessary the truth of P (and the falsity of P is a logically necessary 
consequence of the falsity of Q).consequence of the falsity of Q).  

●● We shall use the term to refer to an analogous relation We shall use the term to refer to an analogous relation 
between sentences.between sentences.  

●● A sentence THATA sentence THAT´́S A DOG can be used to express an S A DOG can be used to express an 
indefinetly large numbers of proposionsindefinetly large numbers of proposions  

●● The sentence THATThe sentence THAT´́S A DOG entails the sentence S A DOG entails the sentence 
THATTHAT´́S AN ANIMAL and can be viewed as a kind of S AN ANIMAL and can be viewed as a kind of 
shorthand for the pattern of normality like the following:shorthand for the pattern of normality like the following:  

●● ITIT´́S A DOG THEREFORE ITS A DOG THEREFORE IT´́S AN ANIMALS AN ANIMAL  

●● IT CANIT CAN´́T POSSIBLY BE A DOG AND NOT BE AN T POSSIBLY BE A DOG AND NOT BE AN 
ANIMAL.ANIMAL.  



1.1.  UNILATERAL ENTAILMENTUNILATERAL ENTAILMENT  

●● ItIt´́s a dog unilaterally entails Its a dog unilaterally entails It´́s an animal.s an animal.  

2. MUTUAL ENTAILMENT2. MUTUAL ENTAILMENT  

●● The meeting began at 10.00 a.m. And is entailed by The The meeting began at 10.00 a.m. And is entailed by The 

meeting commenced at 10.00 a.m.meeting commenced at 10.00 a.m.  

3. CONTRARIETY3. CONTRARIETY  

●● ItIt´́s a cat and Its a cat and It´́s a dog stands in a contrary relation: Its a dog stands in a contrary relation: It´́s a s a 

cat unilaterally entails Itcat unilaterally entails It´́s not a dog.s not a dog.  

4. CONTRADICTION4. CONTRADICTION  

●● ItIt´́s dead entails and is entailed by Its dead entails and is entailed by It´́s not alive.s not alive.  



IINNTTUUIITTIIVVEE  JJUUDDGGEEMMEENNTT  

●● Another useful and reliable intuition is that of recurrence Another useful and reliable intuition is that of recurrence 
of semantic contrast or semantic proportion.of semantic contrast or semantic proportion.  

●● For instance, speakers are well able to judge that the For instance, speakers are well able to judge that the 
contrast between 1A and B is the same as that between 2 A contrast between 1A and B is the same as that between 2 A 
and B.and B.  

●● 1A I like him1A I like him  

●● 1B I dislike him.1B I dislike him.  

●● 2A They approved of the idea.2A They approved of the idea.  

●● 2B They disapproved of the idea.2B They disapproved of the idea.  



THE MEANING OF A WORDTHE MEANING OF A WORD  

●● We shall say, that the meaning of a word is fully reflected in its contextual We shall say, that the meaning of a word is fully reflected in its contextual 

relations and that the meaning of a word is constituted by its contextual relations and that the meaning of a word is constituted by its contextual 

relations.relations.  

●● We can picture the meaning of a word as a pattern of affinities and We can picture the meaning of a word as a pattern of affinities and 

disaffinities.disaffinities.  

●● A SYNTAGMATIC A SYNTAGMATIC AFFINITYAFFINITY--there is a syntagmatic affinity between there is a syntagmatic affinity between 

DOG and BARKED, since DOG and BARKED, since THE DOG BARKEDTHE DOG BARKED  is normalis normal  

●● A SYNTAGMATIC DISAFFINITYA SYNTAGMATIC DISAFFINITY  is revealed by a syntagmatic is revealed by a syntagmatic 

abnormality, abnormality, THE LIONS ARE CHIRRUPINGTHE LIONS ARE CHIRRUPING..  

●● PARADIGMATICPARADIGMATIC  AFFINITYAFFINITY--  cat and dog have a fairly high degree of cat and dog have a fairly high degree of 

P.A.:P.A.:  

●● I STROKED THE CAT/DOG.I STROKED THE CAT/DOG.  

●● WE HAVE A CAT/DOG AT HOME.WE HAVE A CAT/DOG AT HOME.  

  



SEMANTIC TRAITSEMANTIC TRAIT  

●● A particular wordA particular word--meaning which participates in meaning which participates in 

this way in the meaning of another word is this way in the meaning of another word is 

termed a SEMANTIC TRAIT of the second termed a SEMANTIC TRAIT of the second 

word.word.  

●● We shal define a number of statuses of semantic We shal define a number of statuses of semantic 

traits:traits:  

●● CRITERIAL, CRITERIAL, EXPECTEDEXPECTED, , POSSIBLEPOSSIBLE, , 

UNEXPECTEDUNEXPECTED, , EXCLUDEDEXCLUDED..  



SEMANTIC TRAITSSEMANTIC TRAITS  

●● CRITERIAL and EXCLUDED traits can be CRITERIAL and EXCLUDED traits can be 

diagnosed by means of entailment relations diagnosed by means of entailment relations 

between sentences.between sentences.  

●● For example, „animal“ is a criterial trait of dog For example, „animal“ is a criterial trait of dog 

because ITbecause IT´́S A DOG entails ITS A DOG entails IT´́S AN S AN 

ANIMALANIMAL  

●● „FISH“ is an excluded trait of dog because „FISH“ is an excluded trait of dog because 

ITIT´́S A DOG entails ITS A DOG entails IT´́S NOT A FISH.S NOT A FISH.  

●● For the diagnosis of expected, possible and For the diagnosis of expected, possible and 

unexpected traits, the butunexpected traits, the but--test is extremely test is extremely 

useful.useful.  



EXPECTED, UNEXPECTED, EXPECTED, UNEXPECTED, 

POSSIBLE TRAITSPOSSIBLE TRAITS  
●● Consider the status of „can bark“ as a trait of dog, „can bark“ is not a criterial trait.Consider the status of „can bark“ as a trait of dog, „can bark“ is not a criterial trait.  

●● EXPECTED TRAIT:EXPECTED TRAIT:  

●● ItIt´́s a dog, but it can bark. s a dog, but it can bark. (ODD)(ODD)  

●● ItIt´́s a dog, but it cans a dog, but it can´́t bark. t bark. (NORMAL)(NORMAL)  

●● The sort of oddness may be termed EXPRESSIVE PARADOX.The sort of oddness may be termed EXPRESSIVE PARADOX.  

●● UNEXPECTED TRAIT:UNEXPECTED TRAIT:  

●● It It ´́s a dog but it can sing.s a dog but it can sing.  (normal sentence, unusual dog, „can sing“ is unexpected trait of dog )(normal sentence, unusual dog, „can sing“ is unexpected trait of dog )  

●● ItIt´́s a dog, but it cans a dog, but it can´́t sing.t sing.  (EXPRESSIVE PARADOX)(EXPRESSIVE PARADOX)  

●● POSSIBLE TRAIT:POSSIBLE TRAIT:  

●● A possible trait is signalled when both test sentences exhibit expressive paradox, and P and Q is normal.A possible trait is signalled when both test sentences exhibit expressive paradox, and P and Q is normal.  

●● ItIt´́s a dog, but its a dog, but it´́s brown.s brown.  

●● ItIt´́s a dog and its a dog and it´́s brown.s brown.  

  



SEMANTIC TRAITSSEMANTIC TRAITS--TASKTASK  

●● TASK:TASK:  

●● Consider the relation between „adapted for flight“ as a semantic Consider the relation between „adapted for flight“ as a semantic 

trait of bird, and „possesses four legs“ as a trait of a dog. They trait of bird, and „possesses four legs“ as a trait of a dog. They 

are alike in that neither is criterial, both are expected.are alike in that neither is criterial, both are expected.  

●● ItIt´́s a bird does not entail s a bird does not entail IT IS ADAPTED FOR FLIGHT. IT IS ADAPTED FOR FLIGHT. 

((There are birds such as ostrich, kiwi..)There are birds such as ostrich, kiwi..)  

●● ItIt´́s a dog does not entail IT HAS FOUR LEGS. (A dog may s a dog does not entail IT HAS FOUR LEGS. (A dog may 

have a birth abnormality...)have a birth abnormality...)  

●● Create 2 sentences with BUT, 1 would be normal, 2 is odd:Create 2 sentences with BUT, 1 would be normal, 2 is odd:  



TASKTASK--SOLUTIONSOLUTION  

●● ItIt´́ss  a a birdbird, but , but itit´́ss  adaptedadapted  forfor  flightflight. (. (oddodd))  

●● ItIt´́ss  a a birdbird, but , but itit´́ss  not not adaptedadapted  forfor  flightflight. . 

((normalnormal))  

●● ItIt´́ss  a dog, but a dog, but itit  has has fourfour  legslegs. (. (oddodd))  

●● ItIt´́ss  a dog, but a dog, but doesndoesn´́tt  havehave  fourfour  legslegs. (. (normalnormal))  



CANONICAL TRAITSCANONICAL TRAITS  

●● Semantic traits whose absence is regarded as a defect will be Semantic traits whose absence is regarded as a defect will be 

called CANONICAL TRAITS.called CANONICAL TRAITS.  

●● Canonical traits can be distinguished from nonCanonical traits can be distinguished from non--canonical canonical 

expected traits in a number of ways:expected traits in a number of ways:  

●● The typical bird is adapted for flight.The typical bird is adapted for flight.  

●● Birds are typically adapted for flight.Birds are typically adapted for flight.  

●● What kinds of bird are not adapted for flight?What kinds of bird are not adapted for flight?  

●● Canonical traits are not only to be found in words denoting Canonical traits are not only to be found in words denoting 

living things.living things.  


